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I am, for all intents and purposes, a TV boy. Upon arriving home from a
short business trip, I did exactly what felt normal and plunked down in my
favorite spot for some well-earned tube time. The only standards that really
matter when it comes to this plunking away an hour (or two-ish) are that the
shows watched come across a smart, sure of their concept and very well
written (not so much like this blog. So, I keep watching). My one guilty hour
of television was Gilmore Girls. I should turn in my guy card for ever
admitting such a grievous habit. Gilmore was clever and a pre-Wiki
fountain of literary inside jokes. The show, starring Lauren Graham, about
the struggles of a mid-thirties single mother raising a gifted teenage
daughter, featured inspired dialogue and loads of charm. One of the most

durable, quirky character actresses to emerge from Gilmore was Melissa McCarthy, who played
chef Sookie St. James.  McCarthy went on to carve out a career niche in lovable, quirky best friend
roles including several memorable seasons alongside Christina Applegate on ABC’s Samantha
Who? Granted, as a male all of this should have passed right by me. My excuse for watching these
shows (beyond their obviously solid qualities) is that Tuesdays are a lousy sports night. Long story
longer/shorter, Melissa McCarthy took on her own starring role this season as Molly Flynn on the
CBS sitcom Mike and Molly. Hollywood came through and, by all accounts, the sitcom is doing well
on CBS’s historically showcase comedy Monday night schedule. Not everybody is as thrilled with
the idea of this show’s success as I am, however.

Marie Claire blogger Maura Kelly posted a blog for the magazine’s website that went viral last
Wednesday titled Should “Fatties” Get A Room (Even On TV)? (http://www.marieclaire.com/sex-
love/dating-blog). Kelly, not a regular viewer of Mike and Molly, admits to being ‘”grossed out” by
the idea of overweight people in romantic situations. I admit that I’ve only seen the program one
time, but it was likable. Despite the fat jokes the writers have the characters give voice to more than
is necessary and the premise of a couple hooking up at Overeaters Anonymous, it’s a joy to see a
cross-section of different people on television. Not every person is a big-headed, stick bodied
lollipop. Kelly goes on to offer exercise and nutritional advice at the end of the blog. As of today,
there is an addendum and apology at the bottom of the piece in which the author sincerely
apologizes and admits that much of what she said was over the top. I appreciate that instead of
standing behind the Marie Claire masthead and letting the issue drag on, at least she said
something.

At first I meant this as a post condemning Maura Kelly (hence the title), but in a mean-spirited way
she simply took the lid off of an issue that’s been simmering on society’s back burner for as long as
there has been society. In the same way that TV can only depict Christians on basic cable reruns
like Seventh Heaven, network shows really aren’t supposed to show people of different body
shapes living normal lives. Mike and Molly is a nice step forward, but it’s only a step. Part of the fun
of electronic entertainment is seeing one’s self, only in a better, more fanciful representation. Yes,
people make out, and if it’s gross then watch Monday Night Football. There are no overweight
people in the NFL, after all.

Esquire magazine, a publication I admit to having read more than Marie Claire, publishes an
annual “Women We Love” issue, and I’d go so far as to put Melissa McCarthy on that list. Maybe
times change, but I still appreciate people for what they offer. Lollipop actresses and everybody
else.
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